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THE SKY'S THE LIMIT: UAS REGULATION AND
CHANGING APPLICATIONS IN AGRICULTURE
Lindsey T. Anderson*
I. INTRODUCTION
It's a bird! It's a plane! It's a.. .UAS! Since the first flying machines
took to the sky, aeronautical technology has evolved and adapted to a series
of diverse purposes and applications. Today's images of the types of
vehicles that take flight are vastly different from those of 100 years ago.
Some of these vehicles have hundreds of passengers while others have
none. Unmanned Aircraft Systems ("UASs")-also known as drones-have
become increasingly popular as new technology has paved the way for more
specialized models. From the military, to agriculture, to real estate, and
even to wedding photography, the market for UASs is growing at an
impressive rate.'
Unfortunately, UAS use around the country has recently come to a
halt.2 The Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") is currently
developing a set of workable regulations regarding the commercial use of
UASs.3 Until these regulations are in effect, commercial UAS use is
prohibited unless granted a specific certificate or exemption by the FAA.4
One exemption includes the approval of several testing sites around the
country to develop and experiment with new UAS technology. In
September 2014, the FAA also approved exemptions to airworthiness
certificates for six Hollywood companies in order to film aerial shots on
*Executive Development Editor, KY.J. EQUINE, AGRIC. & NATURAL RESOURCES L., 2015-
2016; B.A. 2013, Transylvania University, J.D. expected May 2016, University of Kentucky College of
Law.
' Chris Schlag, The New Privacy Battle: How the Expanding Use ofDrones Continues to Erode Our
Concept of Privacy and Privacy Rights, 13 PGH.J. TECH. L. & POLY 1, 6 (2013).
2Timothy T. Takahashi, Drones in the National,4irspace, 77J. AIR L. & COM. 489,494 (2012).
3 Id. at 492.
' BartJansen, FAAApproves Dronesfor Moviemaking, USATODAY (Sept. 26,2014,1:16 PM),
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/09/25/faa-UASs-movie-making/16164439/.
5 Test Sites, FED. AViATION ADMIN., https-//www.faa.gov/uas/legislative-programs/testsites/
(last visited Oct. 7, 2014).
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closed sets.6 By encouraging businesses and private individuals to apply for
exemptions, the FAA is hoping that these applications will help generate a
broader set of regulations for civil commercial UAS use.7
Alongside these technological developments, precision agriculture is
on the rise. Farms around the country are applying technology to decrease
costs and improve efficiency.' GPS-enabled farming equipment has
decreased the role of the individual worker and increased technological
self-sufficiency.9 However, equipment is still expensive and has kept many
farmers from taking advantage of what precision agriculture has to offer."
The exemptions allowed by the FAA create implications for a wide range of
industries including agriculture." UASs could offer a more cost-effective
alternative to extremely expensive processes. For example, crop imaging
with a manned aircraft can cost up to $1,000 per hour, while a UAS could
be purchased for as little as $1,000 outright. " The environmental
advantages are also important to consider. 3 Along with efficiency,
precision agriculture eliminates a great deal of waste that accompanies crop
maintenance." Agriculture is becoming a data-driven industry, and UASs
have the ability to make this industry more productive.15 Projections of
population growth, in both the United States and countries around the
world, will create a subsequent increase in the demand for food.6 UASs
would help farmers across the country improve crop yield while also
reducing costs.
Part II of this note will discuss the history of UAS use and
development in the United States, as well as recent technological
innovations. Technology has advanced at an exponential rate, and allowing
6
Brooks Barnes, Drone Exernptionsfor Hollywood Pave the Wayfor Widespread Use, N.Y. TIMES
(Sept. 25, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/26/business/media/drone-exemptions-for-
hollywood-pave-the-way-for-widespread-use.html?_r=0.
7
Jansen, supra note 4; see Clay Dillow, Despite FAA Dithering, a Drone Economy Sprouts on the
Farm, FORTUNE (Sept. 16,2014,6:31 PM), http://fortune.com/2014/09/16/despite-faa-dithering-a-
drone-economy-sprouts-on-the-farm/.
'Taylor Dobbs, Farms of the Future WilRun on Robots andDrones, PBS.ORG (July 9,2013)
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/tech/farming-with-robotics-automation-and-sensors/; Chris
Anderson, Agricultural Drones, MIT TECH. REVIEW,
http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/526491/agricultural-UASs/ (last visited Oct. 20,
2014).
9 See Dobbs, supra note 8.
lId .
11 Id.
'
2
Anderson, supra note 8.
3
Telephone Interview with Steve Edgar, CEO, Advanced Aviation Solutions Uan. 20,2015).
14 id.
15 See id.
16 USDA OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ECONOMIST, USDA AGRICULTURAL PROJECTIONS TO
2023 2 (2014), available at
http://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/projectionsfUSDA-AgriculturalProjectionsjto-2023.pdf.
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commercial drone use is just a small part of continuing that advancement.
Part III addresses the uses for UASs the FAA currently allows, the process
by which individuals and businesses can apply for certification to operate
UASs, and the implications of granting future applications for use upon the
larger pending regulatory scheme. Ultimately, as more and more drone
users apply to the FAA for approval of various projects, the FAA will
acquire a more informed idea of what users want and need in a larger
regulatory scheme. Part IV identifies the various applications for UASs
within the agriculture industry, demonstrating the role that UASs play in
reducing costs and increasing efficiency for farmers around the country.
Part V discusses the legal implications that UAS use will have within the
legal community. Legal professionals are already anticipating the
legalization and proliferation of commercial drone use, and the market is
ripe for new regulation. Finally, part VI recommends that the FAA create
regulations allowing farms to use UASs commercially, aiding in the
development of data-driven farming and precision agriculture.
II. WHAT ISA UAS?-HISTORY OF UAS USE IN THE UNITED STATES
The FAA defines an unmanned aircraft as an aircraft that is operated
without the possibility of direct human intervention from within or on the
aircraft. 7 An unmanned aircraft system is therefore considered an
unmanned aircraft, and there are associated elements that are required for
the pilot in command to operate safely and efficiently in the national
airspace system."i Although UAS technology has seen a major boom in
recent years, UASs have been around for a lot longer than many people
realize. The first remote piloted vehicle ("RPV") was developed in 1935 in
response to the increased rate of death and injury in combat missions in
World War I.19 The U.S. military continued to manufacture and use RPVs
throughout World War II and were even outfitted with guns for use in
attack missions.20 Following World War II, private companies picked up
the development of UAS technology while the military continued to use
them well in advance of the Vietnam Conflict.
17 FAA, NOTICE 8900.268 EDUCATION, COMPLIANCE, AND ENFORCEMENT OF
UNAUTHORIZED UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS OPERATORS A-1 (2014), availabk at
http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Notice/N-8900.268.pdf.
r8Id.
I' Schlag, supra note 1, at 3-6.2'0 d. at 4.
21id.
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Over the course of their history, UASs have been used primarily in
military operations.22 Throughout the 1960s, the United States Air Force
flew unmanned flights over the Soviet Union; the first unmanned flights
over hostile territory.23 During the Vietnam War, approximately 3,500
UAS missions were flown, bolstering the emerging UAS development
programs.24 While the U.S. suffered a significant economic loss in the
destruction of over 500 UASs, the military viewed UAS use positively due
to their human life saving potential."
UAS technology has advanced significantly since the 1930s.26 During
the 1970s, the U.S. took a backseat to Israel in leading the world in UAS
development.27 The U.S. came back in the 1980s and 1990s and has since
opened up UAS development to a wider variety of industries and
applications. 2 The Department of Defense has made significant
investments in UAS technology, spending approximately $3 billion from
1990 to 2000.29 Currently, the U.S. uses UASs as a common tool in the war
on terror for surveillance, reconnaissance, and remote attacks.3 Training
programs for UASs include expensive flight simulators and indoor flight
exercises.3 As the technology changes, so will the training.3 2
At this point, an important distinction should be drawn between UASs
and drones. As stated above, a UAS is an unmanned aircraft operated by a
ground pilot. Drones, on the other hand, are typically piloted
autonomously through a computer program. 4 This paper deals with the
operation of UASs that include a grounded pilot operating the unit at all
times.
" id.
2
3id.
24 Id.
25 id.
6 Id. at 6.27
1 Id. at 5.
28 
id.
29 
id.
0 Id. at 6.
31 Jack Nicas & Andrea Gallo, There's No Flying in Drone School, WALL ST.J. (July 25, 2014),
http://online.wsj.com/artides/theres-no-flying-in-drone-school-
1406311856?KEYWORDS=There%27s+no+flying+in+drone+school.
32 See id.
3 See FAA, supra note 17, at B-4.
' Telephone Interview with Steve Edgar, supra note 13.
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III. UAS USE IN THE UNITED STATES
A. Current Use
With the recent surges in UAS technology, one would expect the
systems to be all over the skies. This is not the case. The FAA has currently
disallowed any commercial UAS use in the United States without a
permit.35 These permits are granted on a case-by-case basis following the
submission and review of an airworthiness certificate application.36 The
current FAA regulations for UAS use are housed within Title 14 of the
Federal Register.3 7 These regulations distinguish between public aircraft,
civil aircraft, and model aircraft.3 8 The FAA currently authorizes non-
hobby UAS operations through three avenues: (1) the issuance of a
Certificate of Waiver or Authorization; (2) the issuance of an airworthiness
certificate in conjunction with a Certificate of Waiver or Authorization; or
(3) the issuance of an exemption under part 11 of title 14 of the Federal
Code of Regulations under section 333.39 Model aircraft simply must
comply with the FAA's Advisory Circular (AC) 91-57.'
In response to the growing number of uses for UASs, colleges and
universities around the country have taken proactive steps in preparing
students for potential jobs in the UAS industry.4 1 Since it is still illegal to
fly UASs, students learn to operate the UASs right up to the point of
letting them leave the ground.42 In an effort to create a realistic learning
experience, instructors have also suspended UASs from cranes, which
allows students to operate their cameras and sensors.43
Currently, the Department of Defense is the largest public user of
UASs in the United States.' Other public uses include law enforcement,
35 id.
36 id.
37 id.
- 14 C.F.RI § 1.1 (2015).
39 FAA, LAW ENFORCEMENT GUIDANCE FOR SUSPECTED UNAUTHORIZED UAS
OPERATIONS, FAA: REGULATIONS AND POLICIES 3, available at
http://www.faa.gov/uas/regulations~policies/media/FAA-UAS-PO-LEAGuidance.pdf(last visited
Jan. 20,2015).
R.J. VAN VUREN, ADVISORY CIRCULAR 91-57: MODEL AIRCRAFT OPERATING
STANDARDS (1981), available at http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory-Circular/91-
57.Pdf.
4' Nicas & Gallo, supra note 31.
42
Id.
43id.
44
See AEROSPACE INDUS. ASS'N, UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS: PERCEPTIONS &
POTENTIAL 5, available at http://www.aia-aerospace.org/assets/AIAUAS_Report small.pdf (last
visited Nov. 9,2015); Amy Roberts, By the Numbers: Drones, CNN (May 22, 2013),
http://www.cnn.com/2013/04/05/poliics/drones-btn/.
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firefighting, border patrol, disaster relief, search and rescue, and military
training.4 In order to incorporate UASs into more civil uses, however, the
FAA has approved a series of test sites around the country to help
coordinate and develop better UAS regulations and operating standards.'
These test site operators are as follows: (1) North Dakota Department of
Commerce; (2) State of Nevada; (3) University of Alaska; (4) Texas A&M
University-Corpus Christi; (5) Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; and (6) New York's Griffiss International Airport. 4' Each of
these sites has a different series of research goals that are geared towards
better understanding the impact of UASs in the National Airspace and
how to effectively regulate their integration.4a
In June of 2014, the FAA granted its first commercial drone license
over United States soil to the British Oil company BP.49 These flights took
place over Alaska to get a bird's eye view of one of BP's oil pipelines.0
AeroVironment developed the UAS used in this flight." The company's
CEO, Tim Conver, believes this flight was a huge achievement for the
industry in demonstrating the safe and effective use of commercial UAS
technology.2 While this flight seems to have opened the door for the future
of commercial UAS use, there are still concerns based on the high level of
congestion of U.S. airspace.
5 3
Section 333 of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 grants
the FAA flexibility in how it enforces its rules.' This section allows the
FAA to grant exemptions to companies that demonstrate very specific
uses, operations guidelines, and vehicle airworthiness.55 In September of
that same year, the FAA granted exemptions to airworthiness certificate
requirements to six Hollywood firms for film production.6 Up to this
point, filmmakers had been using UASs to make movies, but were forced to
4 
Pulic Operations (Governmental), FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/uas/public-operaions/ (last modified Mar. 15, 2016).
46 Test Sites, supra note 5.
47 id.
48 See id.
'9 US to Allow First Commercial Drone Flights Over Land, BBC (une 10, 2014),
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-27785538.
50 Id.
2 Id.
53 id.
54 Section 333, FAA: UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS KEY INITIATIVES,
http://www.faa.gov/uas/legislative..programs/section333/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2015).55 
id.
% Jansen, supra note 4.
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do so overseas where UAS use laws are less strict." Anthony Foxx, U.S.
Transportation Secretary, determined that UAS use by these firms would
not pose a threat to national airspace users, or to national security." These
exemptions allow these firms to bypass the airworthiness certification
process. 5 Secretary Foxx also suggested that these exemptions are paving
the way for further advances in agriculture and utility safety and
maintenance.' The FAA is encouraging other companies and associations
to develop similar detailed flight plans and operating procedures to
encourage other petitions for exemption.61 FAA Administrator, Michael
Huerta, reported that the detailed flight manuals and safety procedures
submitted by these firms were key factors in the approval of their
applications 62
Application for an airworthiness certificate is the more formalized way
of obtaining permission to fly UASs commercially. Airworthiness
certificates are issued according to Part 21 Subchapter H of the Code of
Federal Regulations.' "Standard airworthiness certificates are . . . issued
for aircraft type certified in the normal, utility, acrobatic, commuter, or
transport category . . . ."' These certificates last as long as routine
maintenance is performed according to Parts 43 (Maintenance, Preventive
Maintenance, Rebuilding, and Alteration) and 91 (General Operating and
Flight Rules) of the federal regulations. 65 Certificates granted for
experimental purposes last for one year following issuance or renewal,
unless the FAA stipulates a shorter time period.'M Restricted airworthiness
certificates are issued for restricted purposes including agriculture, aerial
surveying, patrolling, weather control, and aerial advertising.67 To obtain
an airworthiness certificate, an applicant must first register the aircraft
17 Clay Dillow, Why the FAA's Approval of Film Production Drones goesfar Beyond Holly.wood,
FORTUNE (Sept. 26,2014,4:06 PM), http://fortune.com/2014/09/26/faa-approval-drones-
hollywood/.
s Press Release: U.S. Transportation Secretary Foxx Announces FA Exemptionsfor Commercial
UAS Movie and TVProduction, FED. AVIATION ADMIN. (Sept. 25, 2014),
http://www.faa.gov/news/press-releases/news-story.cfm?newsld=17194&cid=TW251.
5
9 1d.
6 Id.
61 id.
62 USAlloows TVand Film Companies to use Drones, BBC, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-
29373188 (last visitedJan. 5, 2015).
6314 C.F.R. §§ 21.171-21.199(1964).
- 14 C.F.R. § 21.175(a) (2004).
61 114 C.F.R. § 21.181(a)(1) (2004).
- 14 C.F.R. § 21.181(a)(4) (2004).67 
SpecialAirworthiness Certificates, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air-cert/airworthinesscertification/sp-awcert/ (last visited Nov. 12,
2014).
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according to FAA regulations. 68 The applicant then submits the
application to his/her local FAA office, and the FAA will determine if the
aircraft is eligible and in a condition safe for operation.69
The airworthiness certificate provides a number of fields that the
applicant is required to complete. These include: Identifying the builder
and engineer of the different components of the aircraft, whether the
application is for a standard airworthiness certificate or a special certificate,
and, if it is a special certificate, the applicant must identify what type of
certificate he/she is seeking, etc.7° Members of the legal community have
viewed filmmaking as an easy first step along the road to increased civil use
of UASs because the UASs used here are relatively small and will fly at low
altitudes.7
B. Future Use
The FAA suggests that the future for commercial UAS use looks
bright.72 The projections for UAS use span a wide variety of industries
including real estate, filmmaking, photography, agriculture, and even
package delivery.73 Amazon, UPS, and Google are all looking into the
possibility of using UASs to deliver packages to customers' homes. An
Associate Professor of mechanical engineering at Duke University suggests
that the proliferation of commercial UAS use could be the precursor to
developing flying cars.7" Assuming the necessary regulations go into place,
the FAA expects that as many as 7,500 commercial UASs will be in use by
2018.76 At the time the film exemptions were granted, another forty
petitions for exemption were eligible for review.77 These petitions include
the use in law enforcement, inspection of power lines, and monitoring
"Airworthiness Certification Process, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air-cert/airworthiness-certification/aw-certproc/ (last visited Nov. 11,
2014); Aircraft Registry: Register an Aircraft, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/hicenses-certificates/aircraft-certification/aircraft-registry/register-aircraft/ (last
visited Nov. 12, 2014).69 
id.
70
Applicationfor U.S. Airworthiness Certiicate, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/documendibrary/media/form/faa form8130-6.pdf (last visited Nov. 11, 2014).71 Jansen, supra note 4.
72 See Press Release, supra note 58.
7' David Robson, The Biggest Testfor Drones?, BBC (Oct. 4,2014),
http://www.bbc.con/future/story/20141008-the-biggest-test-for-drones; s eJansen, supra note 5.
74Id.
75 Id.
76 
Busting Myths about the FAA and UnmannedAircraft, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsld=76240 (last modified Mar. 7,2014,4:44 PM).
7 Jansen, supra note 4.
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crops and forestry." The Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems
International ("AUVSI") predicts that the legalization of commercial UAS
use could generate up to $82 billion in revenue and over 100,000 jobs in
just the first decade.79 Some believe that these exemptions will serve as a
release valve for those who want to start using UASs immediately.80 The
question therefore becomes: How far will the FAA let these exemptions
go?
Skeptics still exist. Rory Paul of Volt Aerial Robotics does not have
much faith in the exemption process ignited by the recent Hollywood
exemptions." Paul suggests that the exemption process will not have
enough impact on commercial UAS use to prove significant.2 Overall, the
outlook for 2015 looks bleak from Paul's perspective.3 Paul suggests that a
combination of factors including farmers' unwillingness to spend money on
unproven technology, the FAA's shifting stance towards UAS application,
and the failed expectations of previous years will lead to a stall in UAS
integration."
One of the FAA's largest concerns regarding the further integration of
UASs in the National Airspace is safety. FAA Administrator Michael
Huerta told a United States Senate panel that the administration is still
unsure as to where this industry is headed, as there are a number of
challenges that have yet to be resolved." Issues of safety are perhaps easiest
to surpass in farming.' Farmland is expansive and would provide room for
UAS operators to explore the potential of UASs without posing a huge risk
to safety and privacy.' Safety risks could also cause an increase in the
insurance market for unmanned vehicles. The FAA is doing its part to
make sure that those who fly UASs do so safely. In December of 2014, the
FAA released a video that instructs users of model UASs on how to fly
safely.8
Privacy is another issue frequently addressed by those in opposition to
the commercial application of UAS technology. Steve Edgar, CEO of
78
id.
' Diliow, supra note 7.
80 Jansen, supra note 4.
81 Rory Paul, UAVs and Precision Agriculture #16, AERIAL FARMER BLOG (Nov. 16,2014),
http://aerialfarner.blogspot.com/2014/11/uavs-and-precision-agriculture-16.html.
82 id.
8
31d.
4 id.
85 
Mark Koba, Drone gap? US. may have one in Farming, say Experts, CNBC.COM (Oct. 9, 2014,
11:52 AM) http://www.cnbc.com/id/102071305#.
861d "
9
7
1d"
88 FAA, UAS groups Join to Promote Safe Flving, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsld=80925 (last modified Dec. 22,2014,4:53 PM).
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Advanced Aviation Solutions and recent recipient of a § 333 FAA
exemption, elaborated on this issue during an interview. Edgar suggests
that the real issue is not the collection of data itself.9 Data is collected
about individuals in a variety of ways in our everyday lives, whether
through Internet sites people visit, who they call on the telephone, or what
they buy online. The issue, according to Edgar, is regulating who is allowed
to collect this data, how they can collect it, and what they are allowed to do
with it once it is collected.90 The United States does not currently regulate
how to secure data as a business.91 This prevents entities from prosecution
for being negligent with people's data. 92 Congress should take into
consideration these issues when forming and enforcing future laws and
regulations.93 That being said, Edgar does not believe that the use of UAS
in agriculture poses a significant threat to privacy or safety issues.94
IV. APPLICATIONS OF UASs IN AGRICULTURE
A. Possible Uses
Precision agriculture is a farming management concept based on
observing, measuring, and responding to inter and intra-field variability in
crops.9 Technology is changing the ways farmers approach their jobs.
GPS-guided tractors and automated milking machines have already found
their place on farms throughout the country.96 Technology has led to a
steady increases in crop yields throughout America's farm belt.97 Brandon
Bonk of Wilmington, Delaware uses a GPS system on his equipment that
controls steering, prevents seed overlap, and recalls crop growth.9" This
technology also allows Bonk to keep track of how many acres have been
planted while also allowing him to control the rate of fertilizer drop.99
" Telephone Interview with Steve Edgar, supra note 13.
90
d.
91 Id.
92 
d.
93
id.
94 id.
95 Precision Agricuture, WiKIPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision-agriculture (last
visited Jan. 1, 2015).
9' Will Drones Become the Future of Farming, BBC (Jan. 9,2014),
httpi/www.bbc.com/future/story/20140109-drones-from-batdefield-to-farm.
97 
id.
98Cod Anne Natoli, Tecbnology is King Down on the Farm, USA TODAY (Dec. 2,2012)
httpJ/www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2012/12/02/high-tech-farming/1741071/.99
1d.
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According to Bonk, the initial expenditures involved in outfitting his
equipment have been well worth the benefits he has received.'°
Chris Anderson, the Chief Executive Officer of 3D Robotics, believes
technology is the future of agriculture.1 ' Anderson suggests that UASs
could increase agricultural efficiency while decreasing extraneous use of
chemicals and water waste.'2 Allowing farmer's the ability to observe their
crops daily could reduce over-watering and the spread of excess chemicals.
UASs are the way to make this happen."0 3 Wes Burger, Associate Director
of the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, suggests
that precision agriculture is about connecting data to decisions." Burger
also believes that the data collected by UASs will advance current farm
management, ultimately improving yield, productivity, and profit.15
Robert Blair of Three Canyons Farms in north-central Idaho has been
using UASs on his farm since 2006.1' Blair has used UAS-imaging
technology to observe his fields when it is physically impossible to do so in
person, such as immediately after a rainstorm.1" 7 The only other option for
farmers to obtain large-scale aerial images is through satellite technology,
which is more expensive and less timely."0 8 Blair argues that satellite images
that are days or weeks old are not useful following a rainstorm or a dry
spell."° UASs provide instant feedback on crop conditions and can be used
to better monitor potential problems."1
Robert Blair is only one example of the many farmers who would
benefit from the use of UASs on their farms. Others like Blair are
experimenting with the possibilities that UASs can offer on the farm. The
Bagley College of Engineering at Mississippi State University currently
holds a certificate of authorization from the FAA to operate UASs for
experimental purposes."' Robert Moorhead, a professor at the University,
said that scientists on campus are using UASs to research plant growth,
100 Id.
101 Will Drones Become the Future of Farming?, supra note 96.
2 Id. (video clip).
I
3 
ld. (video clip).
'04Vanessa Beeson, Pilotless Aircraft WillPlay CriticalRoles in Precision Agriculture,
NEWSWISE.COM (Jan. 26,2015,2:00 PM), http://www.newswise.com/artides/pilodess-aircraft-will-
play-critical-roles-in-precision-agriculture.
105/ id.
" Dilow, supra note 7.
" Chunhua Zhang &John M. Kovacs, TheApplication of Small UnmannedAerialSystemsfor
Precision Agriculture:A Review, 13 PRECISION AGRIC. 693, 696 (2012).
" Dillow, supra note 7.
11I d.
1" Beeson, supra note 104.
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nutrient management, irrigation, and herbicide application."1 Precision
agriculture, Moorhead explained, requires an array of technological
resources including global positioning systems ("GPS"), geographic
information systems ("GIS"), and remote sensing." Until recently, these
resources were only exercised through ground instruments, fixed-wing
aircraft, or satellite.14 UASs are now another way for farmers to gain access
to these types of technological information."1 '
Brian Henry, Associate Professor at Mississippi State, recently
conducted an experiment to explore the possibilities of monitoring plant
growth with UASs. In this experiment, corn was planted at a series of
intervals and locations in Mississippi during March 2014.16 The crops
were then observed until May, both from photographs taken by UASs and
information taken from the ground. 117 The experiment recorded
emergence progress, number of plants per acre, their heights and numbers
of unfurled leaves, leaf-area indexes, and growth stages."1 While the UASs
were flying overhead, the team on the ground was verifying that the data
taken from above matched what was actually happening on the ground.119
The goal of this research was to create automated computer programs that
assist producers in making timely and informed decisions about
replanting.121 With the right equipment, farmers could spot and address
problems in a quick and efficient manner121
Since the introduction of UASs into the national airspace, the most
common agricultural applications have been for remote sensing of fire and
natural disaster monitoring, wildlife observations, and vegetation
measurements in vineyards, crops, forests, and rangelands."' However,
several limitations have prevented UASs from becoming an everyday farm
tool. These limitations include initial acquisition costs, crew and training
requirements, limited availability of high quality and lightweight sensors,
and current FAA regulations for operating UASs in the national
airspace.
23
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B. Benefits of UAS Technology
The benefits of UAS technology are two-fold: UASs improve efficiency
and decrease costs.'4UASs can be used to obtain infrared images to
diagnose problems within a precise area.12 Following diagnosis, farmers
can consult treatment plans and crop management strategies.126 A water
research project at Utah State University is currently developing UAS
technology for use in a partnership with a California grape-growing
operation to manage water use.7 The Director of the Utah Water
Research Lab believes that with one day of flight, the Lab will be able to
give the farm manager a daily schedule of how much water to put down
each individual drip lateral.1" Efficiency is also improved when the
information can be used almost immediately after it is obtained. Satellite
images, as discussed previously, take time before they are usable; UAS
footage can be analyzed and put to use immediately due to near real-time
image capabilities.129 The popularity of UASs, however, has stalled due to
skepticism towards their economic efficiency and cost effectiveness.13 °
Another attractive feature of UAS technology is its affordability.
Satellite imagery has become cost prohibitive for many farmers131
Historically, the only alternative has been to hire and fly manned aircrafts;
however, this is also expensive." UASs could serve as a more cost-
effective option to spray fertilizer or pesticides, or to analyze soil
patterns.133 The increasing size of modern farms causes many of the
traditional methods of surveillance to be cost prohibitive." UASs may be
the only way for farmers to continue to effectively monitor their crops while
increasing productivity and lowering costs.
1 3
While the cost and efficiency of UASs makes them attractive to the
agriculture industry, the extent of their application has yet to be fully
imagined. An article published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
Agricultural Research Service identified several areas where unmanned
124 Economic Impact of Drones in Agriculture, FARMS.COM (Dec. 3, 2013),
http://www.farms.com/news/economic-impact-of-drones-in-ag-in-kansas-70261.aspx.
12 Dillow, supra note 7.
126 id.
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aerial vehicles have been used for obtaining photographic information.36
Aerial photography will allow farmers to reduce the number of ground
surveys performed while also determining which areas need more
attention.'37 Brian Krienke, a Nebraska Extension soils educator, suggests
that at the least UASs will allow farmers to gain a new perspective to better
observe and target their crops.' Additionally, UASs that combine remote
sensing technology with computer software will allow farmers to determine
plant status (e.g. nitrogen deficiency).139 Krienke speculates that eventually
everyone will have a UAS in his or her back pocket, stimulating further
research into making UASs more time efficient.""4 When asked about the
cost of the UASs, Krienke was reluctant to comment on how prices will
fluctuate once there is open competition in the market."' He suggests that
pricing structures, including leasing, ownership, and service options, will
also influence the price demanded by UAS manufacturing companies.42
Currently, UAS users are playing it safe by complying with FAA
regulations that only allow for the use of UASs for hobby purposes.43
C. Global UAS Use
Several UAS advocates have acknowledged that the global application
of UASs is occurring at a pace that is surpassing the United States. In an
application to the USDA Research, Education & Economics Information
System, the University of Tennessee points to countries like Japan,
Argentina, Brazil, and Australia that have a thriving UAS economy."
These countries have fewer airspace regulations than the United States,
resulting in more UAS popularity."' UASs have been in use in Japan for
agricultural purposes since the 1980s in response to an aging farming
36Don Comis & Dennis O'Brien, Photographing Land Changes from Low in the Sky, U.S. DEPlT
AGRIC., http://agresearchmag.ars.usda.gov/2011/sep/land (last visited Jan. 15,2016).
137 Id.
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population."4 Information from AUVSI revealed that Japan has deployed
approximately 10,000 UASs for agricultural use and conducts 90% of its
aerial crop dusting with UAS units.147 The most UAS-friendly country is
Australia, only requiring owners to include "easily attainable identification"
on their units.148
Agricultural UAS use throughout the world has been on a smaller scale
compared to potential use applications in the United States.49 If forced to
wait much longer, however, domestic farmers could see much of the global
industry overlooked. R.J. Karney, the Director of Congressional Relations
for the American Farm Bureau, told NBC News that the United States is
"behind the eight ball" in comparison to countries like Japan and
Australia. °
D. Recent Developments
In January of 2015, the FAA granted another exemption to the
airworthiness requirement to Advanced Aviation Solutions out of
Spokane, Washington, which operates in precision agriculture.15 A real
estate agency out of Tucson, Arizona was granted an exemption to
photograph listed properties as well.1s2 While both parties will have to
obtain certificates of authorization to fly their UASs, Transportation
Secretary Anthony Foxx stated that because the UASs in the proposed
operations do not pose a threat to the national airspace or national security,
they would not need an airworthiness certificate."l 3 These exemptions were
accompanied by some restrictions, including the requirement that the
operator have a pilot's license and that the operator keep the UAS in his
line of sight.5 4
146
D. Ison, B. Terwillinger, & D. Vincenzi, UAS Regulation in Foreign Countries:Alternatives to
UAS Operations in the United States, EMBRY-RIDDLEAERONAUTICAL U.,
http://commons.erau.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?artide=1061&context=aircon&sei-
redir= l&referer-http%3A%2F%2Fscholar.google.com%2Fscholar%3Fhl%3Den%26q%3DUASs%2B
agriculture%26btnG%3D%26as sdt%3D1%252C18%26assdtp%3D#search=°/22UASs%20agricultu
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Steve Edgar, the CEO of Advanced Aviation Solutions, shed some
light on the research that he plans to undergo as part of a business venture
utilizing UASs in managing crops.'s The new entity is known as Empire
Unmanned, and will be conducting UAS flights over crops to determine
crop health, as well as to look for pests."5 6 Edgar reported that this project
has been many years in the making and involves a partnership with Robert
Blair (identified above) and Empire Airlines.5 7 The project is set to begin
conducting flights in March of 2015 and will fly over set amounts of
acreage to examine signs of stress within the crop.' The UAS will be
outfitted with different types of sensors dependent upon the time of year."9
Crop stress, Edgar explained, can be caused by one of four elements: (1)
water, (2) bugs, (3) weeds, or (4) soil."6 Ultimately, the UAS will identify a
direct GPS location of the problem, allowing farmers to spot correct areas
in need of attention.
161
The benefits of this type of data collection are both economical and
environmental. If a crop is being over-watered, the farmer can adjust the
level of irrigation in that part of the field, ultimately saving both water and
money.62 Another advantage, Edgar points out, is that the data collected
can be archived and examined over longer time periods to observe trends,
while also demonstrating the success or failure of varying crop management
strategies.'63 The ultimate goal is to produce more at less cost.164 As UAS
technology and data collection advance, farmers will be able to further
increase yields so as to meet the demands of the world's population.
When questioned about where the FAA should go from here in
formulating a larger body of regulations for UASs, Edgar suggests that the
United States first look to models in other countries.6 ' The United States
can take the best of all lessons learned from the trials and errors of other
countries in implementing a successfully regulated system. Edgar also
suggests implementing a licensing system similar to that required of pilots
of manned aircrafts.66 As programs are developing around the country to
... Telephone Interview with Steve Edgar, supra note 13.
' Joan Lowy, FAA Issues Permitsfor4griculure, Real Estate Drones, PBS.ORG (Jan. 7, 2015
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teach people how to fly UASs, a licensing scheme would ensure that those
individuals are qualified, thereby quelling many of the general public's
safety concerns. The FAA should consider what licensing requirements
would best address these issues.67 Overall, Edgar acknowledges that this
larger regulatory scheme will take time, and while many are unhappy with
the long process, it is necessary to assure that the regulations are as sound
as possible.
68
Two days after granting these exemptions, the FAA issued guidelines
to help law enforcement identify unauthorized uses of UASs.169 In addition
to describing how UASs and model aircrafts can be operated legally, the
guidelines discuss law enforcement's role in deterring, detecting, and
investigating unsafe operations.17° The FAA stated that, while its ultimate
goal is to promote voluntary compliance with the regulations; the
guidelines make clear that the agency can pursue legal actions against those
who do not comply."7
A short time later, in February 2015, the FAA announced a proposed
set of rules regarding the integration of small UASs into the national
airspace.172 The rules were open for comment for sixty days following their
release.173 The highlights of the regulations are as follows: the UAS must
weigh less than fifty-five pounds, the operator must maintain line of sight
with the UAS, small UAS can only operate during daylight, operators must
be at least seventeen years old and pass a biannual exam, and aircrafts must
be maintained for safe operation.174 The FAA received nearly 4,500
comments by the end of the comment period in April, and will work as
quickly as it can to address all of the concerns before coming out with a
final rule. 75 Meanwhile, the FAA has partnered with industry leaders to
expand small UAS potential within the national airspace.176 The three areas
of focus are visual line-of-sight operations in urban areas, extended visual
167 Id.
168 Id.
' FAA Issues U/AS Guidancefor Law Enforcement, FED. AVIATION ADMIN. (Jan. 8,2015,3:55
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line-of-sight operations in rural areas, and beyond line-of-sight operations
in rural/isolated areas."V FAA Administrator Michael Huerta stated that
even though efforts are focused on making the rules, innovation and
exploration of the safe integration of UASs for non-recreational uses must
continue.'
78
V. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
As the UAS industry expands, so too will other affected industries. Law
firms around the country are gearing up to take on clients attempting to
navigate the labyrinth of FAA regulations.179 Since the FAA authorized
the first commercial UAS flight in 2013, firms have created UAS practice
groups to help facilitate UAS registration and regulation."80 Richmond-
based LeClairRyan and Atlanta-based McKenna Long & Aldridge have
already established UAS practice areas within their firms.' The lawyers
comprising these groups have specialties in areas like aviation, intellectual
property, employment, government contracting, and general business
law.l
2
Tim Adelman is the leader of the UAS group for LeClairRyan based in
Annapolis.8 3 Adelman has advised UAS manufacturers, along with
universities and law enforcement agencies, on the legal implications of
using UASs.i' Without further guidance from the FAA, the expansion of
business in these companies is at a standstill.18' A lead attorney at
McKenna Long & Aldridge stated that the firm wants to help companies
shape rulemaking, and ultimately operate in a world that they had a hand in
creating. 186 To do this, firms like the Antonelli Law Group in Chicago are
advertising their acceptance of clients wishing to apply for exemptions from
the FAA's airworthiness certification process.187 The development of UAS
departments within law firms suggests the country is ready to take on the
expansion of the UAS industry.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Agriculture
Farmers have much to gain from using UAS technology in the field.
The evidence and testimonies presented in this note demonstrate the
movement of U.S. society to one that embraces precision agriculture and
technology on the farm. As the population increases, our food supply will
have to respond accordingly. Increasing farming efficiency through UAS
technology can help to increase crop yield while simultaneously reducing
costs. As the FAA proceeds with developing a larger regulatory scheme for
commercial UAS use, the potential applications within agriculture should
be at the forefront of discussions.
UASs will allow farmers to be more responsive to issues affecting their
crops, such as weather, irrigation, nutrient deficiencies, etc.. Farmers will
be able to observe their crops immediately after a rainstorm or following a
scheduled irrigation run to identify problem areas or gaps. Without the use
of UASs, the only way to obtain this kind of information is through
manned flight or satellite imaging. Neither of these options are practical
for obtaining immediate data. Farmers just like Robert Blair are ready to
discover new ways to use UAS technology on their farms.
The growth of commercial farming in the United States has sparked a
need for UASs on farms too large to physically survey every acre. Not only
are farmers able to survey large portions of land in a small amount of time,
but UASs will also help farmers spot and contain diseases and contraband.
Even though the first exemption for agriculture was recently granted, the
journey is far from over. Many other companies have petitioned the FAA
for exemptions to airworthiness requirements, and the FAA hopes to use
the exemption process to meet the demand for civil operation of
commercial UASs.88
B. Economic Benefits
The benefits to the United States economy as a whole are also
extensive. As discussed, an AUVSI report suggests that UASs would
generate $82 billion in the first decade of their commercial use.1 The
18 Section 333, FED. AVIATION ADMIN.,
http://www.faa.gov/uas/legislative-programs/section-333/ (last modified Feb. 11, 2016, 11:37 AM).
l" Koba, supra note 150.
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report goes on to say that $75 billion of that 882 billion would be from
agriculture.19° Large-scale commercial UAS use by farmers would renew
the strength of the agricultural industry. With a great deal of technology
already in use, UASs would supplement all the progress that farmers have
already made.
Projections from the United States Department of Agriculture
("USDA") predict that as the population of developing countries increases
over the next decade, so too will the expansion and diversification of food
consumption.191 This will impact the projection for growth of global food
demand.92 As the population of developing countries enters the middle
class socioeconomic group, their diets become more diversified, thereby
creating a need to import more food.193 This is where UASs come into play.
UASs will help the United States increase crop yield and subsequently
increase the crops available to export to developing countries. The USDA
admits that agricultural production is predicted to increase due to
technological enhancements; however, a lack of funding in research and
development over the past 25 years has led to a slowdown of the overall
growth rate.194 The United States has an opportunity to greatly impact this
growth rate by applying UAS technology to farms across the country. A
combination of sustained global economic growth, strengthening
agricultural demand, and a weak US dollar will allow for an overall increase
in agricultural exports.1 95 In his blog, Robert Blair agrees and suggests that
precision agriculture and UAS technology will play a major role in the
success of agriculture.196 Blair goes on to say that farmers will need help
from outside their industry to make this happen.197
On January 10, 2015, the American Farm Bureau Federation held its
96' Annual Conference at which there was a presentation on technology
on the farm.19 Several farmers discussed the applications of various types
of technological advances and how they can contribute to the changing
farming economy. Lance Donny, the founder and CEO of OnFarm,
190 Id.
19 USDA OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ECONOMIST, supra note 16, at 2.
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addressed the problems facing farmers in light of the projected increase in
the global population.1 Donny reported that data application would help
farmers achieve the 1.75 percent boost in annual yields needed to meet the
demands for food production.2° Concluding the session, two presenters
discussed how the ability to map fields with UASs could help meet this
demand because UASs allow farmers to identify individual plants that can
be monitored over time.01 While current regulations do not allow these
kinds of uses, both presenters believe that agriculture will be one of the first
industries to adopt UAS technology.2°2 Similarly, Steve Edgar believes that
the agriculture industry has the most to gain from the commercial
application of UAS technology.2 3 The main result, as discussed, will be
increased crop yields at a lower cost to both the farmer and the
environment.20"
C. Potential Concerns
Privacy and safety issues, while legitimate, are not primary concerns
within the agricultural application of UAS technology. Most areas in which
these units will be used are uninhabited with low levels of air traffic.205 As
long as UAS operators fly within their geographic boundaries and under
the maximum altitude, UASs pose little threat to other people or aircrafts.
While privacy and safety may prove to be of greater importance as the use
of UASs increases, the agriculture industry is not one that will greatly
impact either concern. On the contrary, by allowing UAS use in
agriculture, the FAA may obtain a better understanding of how to
approach privacy and safety issues moving forward.
Technology is not only keeping small farms alive, but also allowing
these farms to compete with big agribusiness.2 6 Brian Braswell of Rio
Grande Valley, Texas uses UASs to survey flood irrigation on his farm.0 7
According to Braswell, it is easy to attach an infrared camera to a UAS to
find where his crops are stressed; however, FAA regulations have
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prevented this kind of application.2"' Not all farmers have embraced the
technological revolution, but Kip Tom of Tom Farms believes that
farming is a business, and if farmers do not keep up they will get left
behind.2" A coalition of major farm organizations, including the American
Farm Bureau Federation, met in November 2014 and approved an
agreement for data privacy and security principles that will encourage
farmers to use technology.
210
As Steve Edgar suggests, the long-term benefits of UAS technology look
promising.211 The next generations of UASs are already being developed
and marketed before individuals are even allowed to use them.212 But for
now, complying with the rules is the way to go. Unauthorized use of UASs
will not encourage the development of new regulations allowing for more
widespread application. Law enforcement is cracking down on
unauthorized uses and is not likely to turn a blind eye to those refusing to
comply with the rules. In the future, privacy and safety concerns may need
to be more directly addressed, but for now many proponents of UAS
technology do not believe that these issues are threatened by agricultural
applications.
VII. CONCLUSION
Aviation in the United States is on the cusp of something monumental.
UAS technology could serve a large number of people in different
industries across the board. While the military has historically been the
most prominent user of UAS technology, the future suggests that many
other industries could benefit from this technology as well. As shown
through the evidence and testimony above, agriculture could be one of the
biggest beneficiaries of the commercial application of UASs. The history of
UAS technology and its recent expansion demonstrates that modem
industry is ready to apply this technology in new and innovative ways. Use
of UASs will decrease agricultural costs while increasing crop yields.
Concerns surrounding privacy and safety are not as directly implicated
through the agricultural industry, in comparison to other industries,,
making the road to widespread use a smoother one.
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Technology is forever changing the way farms across the country
operate. Not only are the farmers benefitting, but the environment also
stands to gain from the increasing implementation of technology in the
field. Nutrients that leach into waterways contribute to algae growth and
oxygen depletion.213 Technological developments are allowing farmers to
more accurately administer water and fertilizers leading to better
compliance with federal regulations.214
UASs are on the forefront of farming technology in the United States.
Other countries have demonstrated the possibilities that await the
agriculture industry in the United States if UASs are allowed in the field.
Companies have already harnessed the technology needed to catapult the
agriculture industry into the future. Farms all over the country are moving
towards increased automation and exploring new ways of data application.
From plowing and irrigation, to fertilization and nutrient erosion,
technology on the farm is adding to the information that farmers can use to
do their jobs.
" 3 Natoli, supra note 98.214
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